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SWISS POST INTERNATIONAL (SPI) AND ‘FRIENDPOST’ – THE LATEST

BOB MEDLAND

At the end of my previous article on this intriguing subject (HPS
Newsletter October 2018 pp1-2) I mentioned SPI’s plans for
“exponential growth”. Their latest stated goal is to have 5,500
retailers by 2018/19. So, having arranged a last-minute holiday to
Sorrento that same month I spent as much time as I was permitted
(by my understanding wife) checking every small gift shop, postcard
seller etc. in search of SPI’s ‘Friendpost’ stickers and cardboard
posting boxes. Alas I could not find a single outlet. However, quite a
few of those shops were selling stickers/stamps and had similar
posting boxes operated by ‘Globe Postal Service’ (see illustration).
Clearly this is a very similar system, again set up in competition
with the Italian post office for the tourists’ postcard delivery
market. The small-print on the boxes advised that GPS is an Italian company operating under a licence similar to
that quoted by Friendpost.
So where were SPI/Friendpost, in one of Italy’s top tourist destinations? They have gone to the bother and
expense of rebranding themselves in 2018 but perhaps they have been muscled out of the market by the local
competition. According to an Italian philately website 'Vaccari News' http://www.vaccarinews.it (well worth a
browse) Friendpost are now one of six private operators in Italy. There was an earlier post on the same website in
2015 http://www.vaccarinews.it/index.php?_id=18038 stating that: “Friendpost, the logo behind which is Express
Global, is a limited liability company based in Novara and connected to Asendia, in turn controlled by the French
and Swiss Post although the latter, curiously, denies any relationship”. Interestingly the quality of service provided
by GPS seems to have the same level of ‘appreciation’ judging by views expressed on TripAdvisor, so if you are
thinking of sending some postcards from Italy - choose with care!
A question was raised by an Italian government minister about what the Italian post office was supposed to do
with a warehouse full with tens of thousands of postcards, ‘stamped’ with these alternative labels but posted
incorrectly in normal postboxes. The correct answer under UPU rules is that they should be struck with a ‘T’ mark,
sent on their way and taxed at the other end. However, it seems that the Italian Post Office didn’t feel able to do
this and, of course, it isn’t normally possible to return holiday postcards to the sender. An intriguing state of
affairs.

Werner Gattiker

For most aspects of Swiss Philately and Postal History
•
•

Free Standard Price List 1850 – 2012 with both Zumstein/SBK and Stanley Gibbons numbers.
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THE SWISS POSTAGE DUES 1878 to 1909

WERNER GATTIKER

The general perception is that these interesting numeral in a circle of stars
Postage Dues are difficult to classify. However, if we take a look at the
various aspects of these stamps one by one, the picture soon becomes much
clearer, and with a few more hints and tips you will soon be on your way to
happily tackle these stamps confidently.
There are several aspects we want to examine:
1. Main Colours: 1878 to 1882 stamps printed in shades of blue for both the frames and the numerals; 1883
to 1909 frame colours are shades of green and the numerals shades of red.
2. Papers: 1878 to 1881: White wove paper; 1882 to 1909 granite paper with blue and red fibres embedded
in the paper.
3. Watermarks: 1878 to 1906: Cross in double-oval;

1907 to 1909 Large crosses.

Collectors who only want a very simplified representation of these issues may be happy to just have one set of the
9 blue stamps and one set of the 8 green-framed stamps. Most collectors will, however, be quite confident in also
distinguishing the different papers and watermarks, resulting in a set of 9 blue stamps on white wove paper, 5
blue stamps on granite paper, 8 green-framed stamps with cross in oval watermark and 6 green-framed stamps
with large crosses watermark.
The more curious collector will however want to at least be able to classify these postage due stamps following
the listings in the non-specialized standard catalogues, such as S.G., Zumstein, SBK or Amateur Collector. In order
to do so we must look at the further aspects specific to this design:
4. Printing Method: It is useful to understand that all these postage dues were printed in two stages. First
the frames were printed, and in a second stage the numerals were printed separately into the centre of the
stamps. In all there were 35 separate printings of this design, some of these can be distinguished by a
particular colour shade. See point 8.
5. Frame Types: Two frame types exist, as explained below. Type I occurs almost exclusively on the blue
stamps. Type II is found on both blue-framed and green-framed stamps, on the latter, Type II is the norm.
6. Frame Positions: Since the frame design is (almost) symmetrical, printers took no note of frame positions
when they inserted the individual printing clichés into the printing plate, but collectors soon discovered that
it is not difficult to distinguish between normal, upright frames and inverted frames - for explanation see
the illustrations below:
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7. Watermarks (again!): For a slightly more specialized collection it is useful to
know that the cross in double-oval exists in two versions: From the beginning
to 1893 it appears in its slightly broader form, and from 1894 a slimmer
version was used.
8. Colour Shades: The blue stamps show a wide variety of shades, from pale to deep, from dull to bright and
from blue to ultramarine, both for frames as well as numerals.
Some catalogues list ultramarine shades separately but the distinction, especially on pale shades, is sometimes
difficult. Also, the blues are susceptible to change due to outside influences such as excessive light or water. It
must be left to the individual collector whether or not to distinguish between different shades. The situation with
the green-framed stamps is different. First there are some quite distinct shades which can be picked out fairly
easily, and second research has shown which shades belong to which printing and so a sequence can be
established. The red numerals can also be divided into two distinct periods: Carmine numerals from 1883 to 1895,
vermilion numerals from 1897 onwards.
How to Sort and Classify the Swiss 1878 to 1909 Postage Dues
Having established all the aspects of these postage due stamps, let us get sorting, I have my own approach to
sorting and classifying these stamps which I happily share with you. But first a few general remarks:
* The basis for classification is the SBK catalogue using Zumstein numbers. SG numbers are given for
comparison.
* The catalogues lump together several printings with very similar shades into groups, therefore slight
differences within each group must be allowed for. Demarcation between groups is not always as clear-cut
as we would wish. Deterioration of colours due to outside influences must also be allowed for.
* Good bright daylight is best for examining shades, but not direct sunlight.
* It is always easier to sort a larger number of stamps, rather than just one or a few individuals.
* Postmark year dates are probably the most helpful and useful tool in classifying these stamps, but use a
good magnifier and do not mix up 3s with 8s for instance. Most stamps were used within 2-4 years after the
first appearance of a particular shade, but stragglers exist, for instance from small villages where few
postage due stamps were used. There is also a widespread use of earlier printings in the years 1908 to 1912
for accounting purposes, especially in large cities. Such stamps often still have gum.
* For simplicity I call the stamps with green frames and red numerals just “greens”.
The Twelve Steps
STEP 1: Sort your stamps into blues and greens. Leave the greens until you come to step 5.
STEP 2: Divide your blues into ordinary white paper (common) and granite paper (scarce). Granite papers
must be postmarked 1882 or later and are Z. 10-14, SG D116-D120.
STEP 3: Divide the blues on ordinary white paper into Type I and Type II stamps. TIP: All 1c and 2c stamps
are Type I. Type I stamps are Z. 1 I to 9 I (SG D89-D97), Type II stamps are Z. 3 II to 9 II (SG D98-D104).
STEP 4: (if desired) Determine frame positions (upright or inverted) for all blues.
STEP 5: Turning now to the greens, pick out all stamps with watermark large crosses (must have postmarks
1907 or later) and leave until later - see step 12.
STEP 6: From the remaining greens pick out the distinctive blue-greens. They stand out and cannot be
confused with other shades. TIP: Beware of blue-greens chemically faked from later printings. Genuine bluegreens are a delicate shade, normally postmarked 1883 to 1886. Fakes tend to have a deeper more
saturated colour and show much later postmarks. If desired, determine the frame positions. Upright frames
are scarce, inverted frames are the norm for this shade. Z. 17A-22A, SG D163-D168.
STEP 7: The next fairly distinctive shades are the pale dull-greens (Z. 17B-22B, SG D169-174, postmarks
1884-88), the yellow greens (Z. 17C-22C, SG D175-D180, postmarks 1887-91) and the pale light-greens (Z.
16Da - 22Da, unlisted in SG, postmarks 1889-93). The distinction between these groups is not always clearcut, as the Bs sometimes have a yellowish hue, while the Cs always have a strong yellow content.
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The Das show more green than the others. If desired, determine frame positions. TIPS: In group Da upright
frames are common while inverted frames are scarce. There is no 3c value in groups B and C.
STEP 8: The stamps we are left with can be called broadly “olive-green”. This will be by far the largest group
of greens. At this point I look at the red numerals and put them in 3 piles: carmine, vermilion (the majority),
and doubtful. TIP: All 3c values are carmine, all 1c values are vermilion. The doubtful ones I place upside
down on a black watermark tray and soak them in liquid lighter fuel (or petroleum ether, if you can get it).
Carmine numerals stay dull and dark, vermilion ones shine brightly.
STEP 9: The carmine numerals should all come from either Db or E groups, but you may find a stray Da or
even B or C you have missed in step 7. To distinguish Db and E you need to carefully examine the Cross in
double-oval control-mark (watermark): broader oval with lines a little further apart are Db, slimmer oval
with double-lines close are E. Here there are always a few doubtful stamps that are impossible to determine
for certain, and there is no shame in admitting defeat. TIPS: E stamps tend to be a little bit lighter or paler
than Db stamps. There is no 500c value in group E. If desired, determine frame positions. TIP: Upright
frames are almost always E, as upright frames in group Db are quite rare. Zumstein 16Db-22Db, SG D181D187 and Z. 17E-21E, SG D188-D192.
STEP 10: In the pile of greens with vermilion numerals we are now left with we should hopefully spot some
of the quite distinctive “pure green” or “grass-green” frames of group F. This shade has little or no olive hue,
for those with an SG colour key it is quite close to SG’s “dull yellow-green”. Postmark dates should be 189799, and if you determine frame positions it is important to know that inverted frames in this group are very
scarce indeed. Zumstein 15F-22F, SG D193-D199.
STEP 11: So now we are left with the large “G” group (plus any strays from other groups that have escaped
us – always bear this possibility in mind and go back over previous steps with stamps that do not seem to fit
in or have unusual or even impossible postmark dates!). Many collectors are happy to leave it at that, but as
the G group is by far the most common and therefore the most numerous with many sub-shades of some
considerable variation, you might as well attempt to split these stamps into the three main sub-groups Ga
(pale olive-green), Gb (deep olive-green) and Gc (light green-olive). I start by picking out the particularly
deep shades with smudgy printings which must come from the Gb group, then pick out any particularly
clear, clean, sometimes dry-looking printings from the Gc group. Any postmark dates 1897 to 1899 will have
to be Ga, but Ga and Gb stamps are often seen used well into the 20th century, too. There will always be
some doubtful stamps when trying to split the G stamps into these three groups, and you just will have to
admit defeat with some of them. Zumstein 15G-22G, SG D200-D206. TIP: The 500c value in this group is
quite scarce. Double-check that your 22G is not a 22Db!
STEP 12: Now return to the stamps with large crosses watermark we left in step 5. Divide these into
greenish-olive shades (Z. 23C/D and 24A-27A, SG D269A-D272A, but 1c not listed in SG) and distinctly
brownish-olive shades (Z. 23B-28B, SG D268B-273B). TIP: The 100c value is always brownish-olive. If
desired, determine the frame positions.
That’s it! I hope you have been able, with this sorting-help, to classify the majority of your postage due stamps of
this period. No doubt, there are a few stamps which are doubtfuls, maybe because a heavy postmark does not let
you see the colour hue of the stamp or the frame position signs, maybe the watermark is unclear, and sometimes
a stamp just does not quite fit anywhere. I always have a few such leftovers where I have to admit defeat.
GREEN TYPE I STAMPS: I have not touched on green Type I stamps, because they are all quite rare and do not
tend to turn up. However, it should be noted that in some printings of Zumstein groups C, Da, Db, E, F, Ga
and Gb there is one Type I per printer’s sheet of 200 with all other stamps being Type II.
THE SOCIETY'S ANNUAL NATIONAL MEETING 2019

NEVILLE NELDER

A final reminder. This event is taking place on Saturday 6 th and Sunday 7th April at the Stonehouse Court Hotel
in Stonehouse, Gloucestershire. Full details and a booking form were set out on the separate sheet delivered
to you with the December 2018 issue of the Newsletter. If you are unable to attend on both days, we would
be delighted to see you on the Saturday (including for the Annual Dinner) or the Sunday (including for the
AGM). Further details are available from the Secretary, Neville Nelder – Tel.: 01453 765937 email:
secretary@swiss-philately.co.uk
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RICHARD DONITHORN

The first part of this article was published in the March 2019 edition of the Newsletter pp.28-30.
The Second Series (16 values 5c. to 3.50Fr.)
A completely new stamp design by Hans Hartmann was added to the series on 14 th September 1964 – the 2.20 Fr.
'Obertor Liestal' replacing the relatively recently introduced 2.20Fr. 'Benedictine Abbey Einsiedeln' (see Z425
below). Because it was replaced soon after its introduction 19 months previously, the 2.20Fr. 'Einsiedeln' stamp
became much sought after for a while, although it later reappeared as a counter coil stamp. The new stamp
marked an innovation, namely use of the "two-colour process" on recess printing. This process was described by
the PTT as follows:
"The background colour, in this case light grey, is printed from a cylinder bearing impressions of a finely engraved
screen, transferred in the usual way from the master die. To prevent blurring, a very quick-drying photogravure ink
is used, no 'relief' showing on this first pass through the machine. To the PTT, the use of the normal transfer
process presented certain technical advantages, viz: security against forgery. The main design of course being
superimposed over this background. Whilst developing this process, an attractive 'test label' was used. It is hoped
that true 'multi-colour' engraved issues will follow in the not too distant future!"
The 'test label' is now known to us as the Courvoisier trial print with the head of Michelangelo's famous statue of
David. This was produced in many single and two-colour formats, as can be seen in Derrick Slate's comprehensive
catalogue of trial prints. One example is shown below.

Trial print

Z425

Z421

Z423

Two further completely new designs by Hans Hartmann were added on 21 st February 1966 – the 1.30Fr. 'St.
Pierre-de-Clages Church' and 1.70Fr. 'Frauenfeld Castle' (see above) to replace the 1.30Fr. 'Woodcutters'
Guildhouse Biel/Bienne' and the 1.70Fr. 'Benedictine Abbey Einsiedeln' – see Part I of this article.
To take account of extensive inland tariff changes, the Second series was further extended on 18 th September
1967 by the introduction of four new values - the 70c. 'Lussy Höchhus Wolfenschiessen', 2Fr. 'A Pro Castle Seedorf
(Uri)', 2.50Fr. 'St. Oswald's Church Zug' and 3.50Fr. 'Benedictine Abbey Engelberg', all again designed by Hans
Hartmann. All four were recess printed on phosphor coated paper. n.b. the original decision not to include castles
in any of the designs had now been dropped.

Z418

Z424

Z425

Z427

Eight years after its introduction, the 'Architectural Monuments' series was apparently still popular with the
public, its continuation probably being boosted by pressure from some cantonal and local communities to include
a stamp reflecting the beauty and style of buildings in their area of the country. This enthusiasm resulted in
Herren Werner Weiskönig (the 10, 15c, 20c and 50c) and Hans Hartmann (the remainder) being commissioned to
design nine new stamps including four new low values to replace those with the 'Postal History' theme. Engraved
by Albert Yersin, they were issued on 12th September 1968.
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They were: 5c. 'Lenzburg Castle', 10c. 'Freulerpalast Näfels', 15c. 'Church of St. Maurice Appenzell', 20c. 'Planta
House Samedan', 30c. 'Gabled Houses Gais', 50c. 'Castle and Collegiate Church Neuchâtel', 1fr. 'Church of the Holy
Cross Riva San Vitale', 1.20Fr. 'Abbey Church Payerne', 1.50Fr. 'Porte de France Porrentruy'. Again all recess
printed on phosphor coated paper with violet fibres. The three highest values had “security backgrounds”. The
60c. Bern, 75c. Luzern, 80c. St. Gallen and 90c. Schaffhausen denominations of the first series were not replaced.

Z412

Z416

Z413

Z417

Z414

Z419

Z415

Z420

Z422

The total number of stamps printed of the First and Second series are set out in the Appendix below. Colour
shades and other varieties are set out in the Zumstein Specialised catalogue. The plate-flaw on the First Series 90c
is particularly rare.
In total, 30 different designs (+ one amended design) were produced for the 'Architectural Monuments' series.
They were all gradually replaced from 1973 onwards by definitives with two new themes: 'Landscapes' for the
centimes values and 'Architecture and Applied Arts' for the franc values. Most of the subjects chosen for the
'Landscapes' stamps, which were intended to represent the different landscapes of Switzerland, were, in fact,
based on examples of traditional building forms characteristic of the area. But the style of the designs by Herr
Wetli marked a real departure from Switzerland's traditional approach to stamp design.
n.b. The design of the 75c. 'Chapel Bridge and Water Tower Lucerne' stamp was used again after the disastrous
fire of the bridge in 1993, when the PTT issued a stamp in new colours with the denomination 80 + 20c., the
surtax being a contribution towards its renovation (see below left)
The Pro Patria organisation chose 'Castles' as a theme for its 1976 – 1979 issues, enabling several of the design
ideas for the definitives which had been kept "on hold" to see the light of day – albeit in a different style,
photogravure and multi-coloured (see below right).

Surtax stamp for bridge restoration

Booklet

A “Pro Patria castle”

Booklets - In 1960 a 6Fr. booklet of definitive stamps on ordinary paper (including low-value 'Postal History'
stamps and the 50c. 'Spalentor Basel') was produced. Booklets of definitive stamps made up, primarily, of the low
value 'Postal History' stamps continued to be available for the convenience of the public throughout the 1960s.
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Stamps featuring the First Series 'Architectural Monument' designs were only included in two 6Fr. booklets issued
in 1966 (4 x 50c. 'Spalentor Basel') and a 5Fr. booklet issued in 1968 (8 x 30c. ' Grossmünster Zürich'). Two further
5Fr. booklets were issued in the 1970s, this time featuring combinations of the Second Series 10c. 'Freulerpalast
Näfels', 15c. 'Church of St. Maurice Appenzell', 20c. 'Planta House Samedan' and 30c. 'Gabled Houses Gais'.
Perhaps surprisingly, in 1980 a further 5Fr. booklet (using surplus covers overprinted with new value
combinations) was issued containing 2 x 10c. 'Freulerpalast Näfels' (with inter-spaces attached to each), 8 x 20c.
'Planta House Samedan' and, from the First Series, 8 x 40c. 'St. Peters Cathedral Geneva' (see above). 50% of the
stamps in booklets can be distinguished by a single straight-edge – on horizontal designs to the right and on
vertical designs at the bottom. Unfortunately it was decided not to use the attractive architectural designs on the
booklet covers.
Interspace and Tête-bêche Pairs - In forming booklets, the PTT introduced some interesting formats for collectors.
Tête-bêche pairs and pairs separated by an interspace with a criss-cross pattern were created of the First Series
30c. 'Grossmünster Zürich', 40c. 'St. Peters Cathedral Geneva' and 50c. 'Spalentor Basel' and the Second Series
10c. 'Freulerpalast Näfels', 15c. 'Church of St. Maurice Appenzell', 20c. 'Planta House Samedan' and 30c. 'Gabled
Houses Gais'. A pair with three interspaces of the 10c. 'Freulerpalast Näfels' also appeared (for what purpose?).
Philatelists could purchase complete sheets of each stamp that made up the booklets to "complete" their
collections.

Z K52

Z S68

Z S74

Official First Day Covers – if anyone is up for a challenge (and has a very healthy bank balance) they may wish to
try tracking down a full set of the first day covers produced for these stamps by the PTT. One cover was produced
for the basic stamps of the first series (including the 'Postal History' low values) on 10 th May 1960. It was followed
up by four for the 5c, 10c. 20c. and 50c. coil stamp versions; five for the phosphorescent varieties and one for the
four new denominations of the First Series. Those covers with First Series phosphorescents are particularly rare
and expensive to acquire. Five further covers were issued for the stamps of the Second Series, the last two on the
12th September 1968. Six more were produced for the interspace pairs and five more for the tête-bêche pairs. I
think that makes thirty covers in all (two examples below). I would love to hear from anyone who can identify the
architectural features in the attractive illustrations on all these covers and/or the designers. If you “complete the
set” and are still not satisfied, you might turn to the related illustrated first day covers and maxicards produced by
private philatelic firms such as Philmail and by private collectors. Two examples are shown on the next page.
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A Privately produced maxicard

Used examples of the series on cover might also be collected cancelled with an appropriate Tourist Publicity Khandstamp or illustrated machine cancellation. Some examples are shown below:

Cancels related to the subject of the stamp design

If you wish to learn more about the history and architecture of the buildings featured on the stamps Hanspeter
Zürcher and Hans Messerli's little book entitled 'Schweizer Reise mit Briefmarken' makes a fascinating read.
Comparing the artist's impressions with the black and white photos in their book is enlightening and the location
map with the building illustrations superimposed on an outline of the country is useful.
And finally, a query – when and why were the imperforate First Series phosphor 80c and the imperforate new
colour versions of the Second Series 15c. and 50c. stamps, catalogued in Zumstein as 367L.1.09, 414.1.09 and
417.1.09, issued? Does anyone have these "rarities" in their collection?
ANY FURTHER INFORMATION FROM COLLECTORS OF THIS SERIES WOULD BE VERY MUCH APPRECIATED!
PARTICULARLY IF YOU HAVE AN ILLUSTRATION OF A SHEET(S) OF STAMPS USED IN PRODUCING THE BOOKLETS.
References:
Most of the information in this article can be found in a standard Swiss catalogue – e.g. 'Zumstein:
Schweiz/Liechtenstein' or the Swiss Stamp Dealers' Association's 'Schweizer Briefmarken Katalog'. The Zumstein
Specialised catalogue ('Spezialkatalog Schweiz') provides some additional detail.
Related Articles in the HPS Newsletter:
'Notes on the Architectural Definitive Series' by Edward Swindale 1966 pp. 27,31,39
The Architectural Series: The Bellinzona Controversy - 'A Controversial Definitive' by J. J. Eusebio 1966 p.61
'1974 Picture postcard Italy-England, franked 50c Architectural series (z.417), T110/90 Stamp Disallowed/by Office
of Posting' 2009 p.14.
Other sources:
Issues of the PTT's Gazette and Technical News contemporary with the stamp issues.
'Multicoloured Recess Printing for Swiss Postage Stamps' by Erwin Bosshard – PTT's Technical News August 1967.
'Switzerland: The Background Story to the 1960-68 Architectural Monuments Definitive Series' by Michael Young –
in 'Gibbons Stamp Monthly' December 1969
'Swiss Architectural Monuments' by M. C. Lowe – in 'Stamp Magazine' February 1979
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Appendix: Overall Numbers Printed (in ascending order of denominations. I assume the figures quoted for
individual stamps in the basic Zumstein catalogue exclude the coil, tête-bêche and inter-space versions ?)
First Series Ordinary Paper – 25c. 'Lausanne Cathedral' 19,731,000 ; 30c. 'Grossmünster Zürich' 189,791,000
35c. 'Carpenters' Guildhouse Biel/Bienne' 8,095,000 ; 40c. 'St. Peters Cathedral Geneva' 126,032,000
50c. 'Spalentor Basel' 169,710,000 ; 60c. 'Clock Tower Bern' 110,808,000
70c. 'Collegiate Church Bellinzona' 11,403,000 ; 75c. 'Chapel Bridge and Water Tower Lucerne' 19,497,000
80c. 'St. Gallen Cathedral' 34,591,000 ; 90c. 'Munot Fortress Schaffhausen' 72,355,000
1Fr. 'Town Hall Fribourg' 80,144,000 ; 1.20Fr. 'Basle Gate Solothurn' 18,770,000
1.50Fr. 'Ital Reding House Schwyz' 18,570,000 ; 2Fr. 'Benedictine Abbey Einsiedeln' 8,411,000
First Series Phosphor Paper – 25c. 'Lausanne Cathedral' 12,646,000 ; 30c. 'Grossmünster Zürich' 160,644,00
40c 'St. Peters Cathedral Geneva' 128,206,000 ; 50c. 'Spalentor Basel' 114,861,000
60c. 'Clock Tower Bern' 66,067,000 ; 75c. 'Chapel Bridge and Water Tower Lucerne' 24,399,000
80c. 'St. Gallen Cathedral' 98,294,000 ; 90c. 'Munot Fortress Schaffhausen' 63,535,000
1Fr. 'Town Hall Fribourg' 33,532,000 ; 1.20Fr. 'Basle Gate Solothurn' 9,674,000
1.50Fr. 'Ital Reding House Schwyz' 7,785,000
First Series New Tariffs/Replacements - 1.30Fr. 'Carpenters' Guildhouse Biel/Bienne' 24,087,000
1.70Fr. 'Benedictine Abbey Einsiedeln' 11,952,000 ; 2.20Fr. 'Benedictine Abbey Einsiedeln' 6,452,000
2.80Fr. 'Collegiate Church Bellinzona' (revised design) 10,762,000
Second Series - 5c. 'Lenzburg Castle' 53,576,000 ; 10c. 'Freulerpalast Näfels' 393,326,000
15c. 'Church of St. Maurice Appenzell' 115,135,000 ; 20c. 'Planta House Samedan' 729,798,000
30c. 'Gabled Houses Gais' 676,348,000 ; 50c. 'Castle and Collegiate Church Neuchâtel' 140,056,000
70c 'Lussy Höchhus Wolfenschiessen 70,130,000 ; 1fr. 'Church of the Holy Cross Riva San Vitale' 115,011,000
1.20Fr. 'Abbey Church Payerne' 46,651,000 ; 1.30Fr. 'St. Pierre de Clages Church' 10,766,000
1.50Fr. 'Porte de France Porrentruy' 36,281,000 ; 1.70Fr. 'Frauenfeld Castle' 14,011,000
2Fr. 'A Pro Castle Seedorf (Uri)' 52,800,000 ; 2.20Fr. 'Obertor Liestal' 10,277,000
2.50Fr. 'St. Oswald's Church Zug' 27,330,000 ; 3.50Fr. 'Benedictine Abbey Engelberg' 38,337,000
The Society is grateful to Swiss Post for enabling it to reproduce illustrations of their products.

SWISS EXPRESS WITHOUT FEE ('EXPRÈS SANS TAXE') LABELS

Fig. 1

BOB MEDLAND

Fig. 2

Recently I received an enquiry via the Society’s website from Alexios Papadopoulos in Thessaloniki, Greece, about
a cover (Figure 1) that was sent in 1941 by airmail from Rodi (Rhodes) in the Dodecanese Islands, which were
ruled by Italy 1912-1943. Addressed to the Red Cross in Geneva it was posted on 18th June 1941 and censored in
Rhodes before being sent on to Switzerland. Already we are looking at an unusual and interesting item.
On arrival it was back-stamped with an octagonal date-stamp of the telegraph office GENÈVE 2 GARE CORNAVIN –
TÉLÉGRAPHE 21.VI.41 17 - such offices also handled Express mail. During wartime perhaps a journey time of three
days was not unusual - even for an airmail letter – so, first question, why was it handled by the Telegraph/Express
office on arrival? Geneva post office evidently applied the pair of stickers “Eilsendung – ohne tax / Exprès sans
taxe” which were used to identify letters sent by Express service on official post office business, hence no
surcharge was payable. But why did the PO decide to arrange delivery of the letter by the Express service? Did it
consider that, as an airmail item, the letter had been somehow delayed by the postal system?
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Four versions of these special stickers are listed in ‘Les Étiquettes Postales Suisses 1876-1997’ by Guignard &
Vuille (1998), the first having been printed in February 1935. I have seen only one other example (Figure 2),
from my own collection which was used on a cover sent by the PTT’s philatelic bureau to Messrs Zumstein.
Has anyone seen any other examples?
RESULTS OF THE 63rd RÖLLI AUCTION

Rolli Auctions are looking back on another successful auction held on 14 th and 15th February last. You can find all
the results on Philasearch. The list of results has been dispatched to all the bidders. They can accept consignments
for their next Auction on 12th/13th September 2019 up to mid-June. If you have any questions you may contact
them on: Tel. +41 41 2260202. Three highlights of their last sale are illustrated above.
SWISS 'RETURN TO SENDER' LABELS - Douglas Muir has produced a fine introductory article on his new book
which tells the story of these fascinating 'retour labels' (Ref. Notice in the HPS Newsletter December 2018 p.
122). It was published in the March edition of 'Gibbons Stamp Monthly' - five full pages, packed with
illustrations. Highly recommended.
THE SOCIETY'S REGIONAL MEETINGS - Southern Group - Saturdays 1st June and 19th October are the dates for
this group's next all-day meetings (10am to 4pm, refreshments and lunch provided) at 'The Three Crowns'
public house, Whaddon nr. Salisbury. Details of the themes and presenters to follow. Members should bring
along items from their collection for display. Further information from Werner Gattiker: Tel. 01273 842 135
or werner@swisstamps.co.uk Midlands and Northern Areas Group – details of the next meeting of the
Society's new regional group will appear in the Newsletter shortly. It is expected to be held at the Eaton
Hotel, Hagley Road Birmingham. Further details from Neville Nelder – email: nevillenelder@gmail.com or by
'phone on 01453-765937.
NEWS OF AN IMPORTANT EXHIBITION - Last minute I'm afraid. I spotted this in the 'ABPS News': On Friday
12th and Saturday 13th April 2019 the ABPS's NORTHERN NATIONAL Exhibition and 90 th Scottish Congress will
take place at the Dewar's Centre, Glover Street, Perth. A full ABPS national exhibition will be held to coincide
with the Scottish Congress for the first time since 2012. They expect to have at least 120 frames, exhibits in
all ABPS recognised classes and Host Society displays. Further information: www.abps.org.uk/
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